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Abstract— Reversible Data Hiding techniques are used to
recover image losslessly after recovery of the secrete message.
There are many data hiding technique used to hide the
Information or secrete message. But they cause distortion in the
original image permanently; such distortion is not acceptable in
some application like medical, military, forensic. Therefore for
such application RDH techniques are used. In this paper RDH
method is applied on the original image then this image is
encrypted , which create the room for data as well as preserve
privacy of the original image. This recover the original image
without any error, also improves the quality of the image.
Index Terms—Reversible data hiding, Image encryption,
privacy preservation.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the popularization of Internet, people share digital
information , therefore information is easily available to
Internet users. But while sharing digital information privacy
preservation becomes important. Also there are some
annotations that are transmitted with this information, these
annotation should be transmitted securely. Data hiding
techniques are used to hide some secrete information into
cover media. In case of irreversible data hiding technique
cover media is distorted permanently, this is not applicable
in applications such as military, medical ,forensic, etc. For
such application reversible data hiding techniques are applied,
which recover the cover after extraction of secrete
message/information. These methods are also used for cloud
services for privacy preservation, where large amount of user
data is stored. In this paper RDH methods are applied on the
original image then image encryption is performed to provide
security while transmission. Instead of inverse scan method
new scan method is used to achieve the better quality. To
embed data histogram shift method is used.
Motivation behind RDH techniques is to achieve the
reversibility for the cover or original image as well as provide
the security for data or secrete message as well as cover image.
This improves the data embedding rate (bpp) as well as
quality of image
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Many data hiding technique permanently distort the cover
image and cannot recover correctly after secrete data have
been extracted from the stego image. Zhang [6] divided
encrypted image by flipping 3 LSB of half of each pixel in
each block, to create the room for secrete data. Zhang’s
method rely on spatial correlation of original image to extract
data. So that to recover data encrypted image should be
decrypted first before data extraction. Consider the example if
Bob have only data hiding key to extract only data, he is not
concern with cover image. In this case without image
decryption he could not extract secrete message with the help
of only data hiding key. This has small payload cause error on
data extraction. To separate out both image recovery and data
extraction. Zhang [7] emptied out space for embedding,
which is called separable reversible data hiding. This method
vacates room from encrypted images. In separable reversible
data hiding data extraction and cover image recovery is
independent of each other , receiver can either extract data or
recover image or both by providing data hiding key and image
encryption key.
In Zhao’s [1] method room is created for secrete message
before image encryption which Reserve Room before
Encryption, so that separable reversible data hiding is
achieved in encrypted images. Advantage of RRBE is image
can be recovered without any error .Data hiding is achieved
based on histogram shifting and local complexity to improve
the embedding capacity and quality of stego image. Local
complexity is calculated based on reference pixel of adjacent
block to divide image into two parts. Complex blocks are not
used for embedding for high visual quality image. Offer better
embedding capacity as well as quality of image.
Most spatial domain reversible data hiding are developed
based on difference expansion (DE) and histogram
modification. In general, the both kind of methods can
provide a higher capacity while the latter can produce a better
quality marked image.
This paper proposes a reversible data hiding scheme based on
histogram modification. Its principle is to modify the
Histogram constructed based on neighbour pixel differences
instead of the host image’s histogram. The basic idea of their
scheme is to shift each pixel only one grayscale value after
data embedding so that the visual quality of the stego-image
can be retained .Also instead of inverse S scan path new scan
path is used. Based on this pixel difference pixels are divided
into smooth and complex block.
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III. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper is based on Reserve Room Before Encryption ,
which reserve room for the secrete message at content owner
side then encrypt image. As RDH technique is applied on
original image to create room for secrete message , Image
recovery process becomes easier . So that after quality of
image is preserved. After encryption data hider hide secrete
message inside the encrypted image. Then data hider
generates the marked encrypted image. At the receiver’s side
receiver can extract secrete data and recover original image.
As content owner as well as data hider generates the
encrypted image privacy is preserved.
Reserve Room Before Encryption consist of three User:
 Content owner.
 Data Hider.
 Receiver.
1.Content Owner:
Role of content owner is to create room for secrete message
and image encryption.
Step1: Generation of Grayscale Image
First original image is converted into grayscale image.
Step2: Image Partition
With the Local Complexity function image is divided into
local and complex region as shown in fig.1[1]. Block A is
Complex region and block B is smooth region. Boundary map
is use to hide extra information.

Role of data hider is to hide message inside AE. First data
hider accept data hiding key and secrete message from user,
then these bits are stored at the position where room is created
for this message. This generates the marked encrypted image.
As message hiding key is used any unauthorised user can not
able to read secrete message.
3. Receiver:
Receiver can extract the secrete message by providing data
hiding key as well as recover the original image by image
encryption key.
Algorithm for Self Reversible Embedding:
Step 1: The embeddable area of the modified cover image I' is
divided into blocks with sizes of 3×3 pixels. Then, the blocks
are classified as smooth blocks (S-blocks) and complex
blocks (C-blocks).
Step 2: For each block Bi Ɛ S-block, compute the difference
values di of the non-reference pixels with Equation (1)
d2=P2-Ci
d1=P1-P2
d4=P4-Ci
d3=P3-P4
d6=P6-Ci
d5=P5-P6
d8=P8-Ci
d7=P7-P8
(1)
Step 3: The difference histogram of the non-reference pixels
is constructed. Then, two pairs, i.e., (PP1, ZP1) and (PP2,
ZP2), of the peak and zero points of the histogram are
obtained. Without loss of generality we assume that ZP1
<PP1 <PP2 <ZP2. Note that (PP1, ZP1) ∩ (PP2, ZP2) = Ø.
Step 4: Scan the difference values di sequentially. If di =PP1
or di = PP2, a secret bit s, scan difference value di has to be
modified to di' using Equation (2)

Fig. 1 Image Partition into smooth and complex region.
In fig.1 block A is Complex region and block B is smooth
region. Boundary map is use to hide extra information.
Step 3: Self Reversible Embedding:
Once we have complex and smooth region, LSB pixel of
complex region is embedded into smooth region to create
room for secrete message.
Here for the self reversible embedding any traditional RDH
method is used.
Step 4: Image Encryption:
To provide security to this cover image ,Image encryption is
done. After image encryption generates AE, the data hider or a
third party cannot access the content of original image without
the encryption key.

2.Data Hider:

Step 5: Repeat Step 6 until the embedded data S are
embedded completely.
Step 8: Construct the stego-image block B' i using Equation
(3).
P’1=d’1+P2
P’3=d’3+P4
P’5=d’5+P6
P’7=d’7+P8
P’2=d’2+Ci
P’4=d’4+Ci
P’6=d’6+Ci
P’8=d’8+Ci
(3)
Finally, the stego-image I" is generated [2] .
Data Embedding Process
Fig.2 [2]shows the data embedding phase, in this two lowest
rows and the two right-most columns of the cover image. The
LSBs of the pixels in the non-embeddable area are used to
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record the information of the location map and the side
information.

pixels.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Results shows that as reversible data hiding is applied on
encrypted image gives better quality of image and histogram
shift gives better embedding capacity in bpp.
Input:

Fig2: Data Embedding process
In this algorithm space is created for new data in complex
block and this LSB bits of complex block are embedded into
complex block. At the receiver side to recover image again
these LSB bits are self reversibly embedded into complex
block. In this way original image is recovered losslessly. This
method also gives better message embedding rate in bpp.
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to estimate
the difference between the quality of the original cover image
and its stego-image. A large PSNR value indicates that the
visual quality of the stego-image is good because it means that
a small amount of distortion has occurred. In contrast, a small
PSNR value denotes that the stego-image has poor visual
quality due to its large distortion. The equation for calculating
PSNR is:

Fig. 3: Original Test Image

[2]
Where MSE for grayscale image of M X N for grayscale
image is :

where Iij and I’ij are pixel values of the original cover image
and the stego-image, respectively.
Embedding capacity (EC) indicates the number of secret
bits that can be embedded into the cover image. We used
bits per pixel (bpp) as the unit of embedding capacity, which
is calculated by:

Fig. 4: Image after partitioned into smooth and complex
region.

where ||B|| is the length of the secret data B that can be
embedded into a cover image that has a size of M × N
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Image
Name

Lena
Airplane
Baboon
Peppers
Zelda
Barbara
Average

EC
(bpp)

0.26
0.33
0.10
0.26
0.23
0.18
0.23

Chang
et
al.’s scheme
PSNR
(dB)

Proposed
Scheme

49.31
49.37
51.05
49.18
49.04
51.04
49.83

Trans. Inf. Forensics Security, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 826–832, Apr. 2012.

PSNR
(dB)
52.80
50.07
49.21
50.71
52.35
52.21
51.22

Table1:Embedding capacity and PSNR for six test images

V. CONCLUSION
Reversible data hiding recovers the original image with
better image quality. As RDH is applied on original image,
recovery becomes easier. In comparison with previous
method after self - reversible embedding gives better quality
of image. Also security is provided for the cover image as well
as secrete data during transmission.
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